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D A N B EA C H Y-QU IC K

AWhaler\ Dictionary
Minneapolis: Milkweed Editions, 2008. xvii + 330 pp.

n A Whaler\ Dictionary,poet Dan Beachy-Quickhas with some courage
attempted a fresh reading of Moby-Dich. And although this monograph is
cornposedin prose that is not what one would call academic,it is written
witl-ra prevailing seriousness-as if its author, unsatisfiedby his principal goal
("to write a loving responsethat includes every thougl-r1-6ohs1sn1or ambiguous, true or frivolous" [xi] that Moby-Dich has engendereclin him), has contrived a second,perhapseven more difficult task: to produce a book that makes
"more possiblethe readingof a book outsideitself' (xiii). AWhaler\ Dictionary
is not just a meditation or a rnusing, then-not, or not sirnply, an appealing
illustration o[what admiring reviewer Lyn Hejinian calls "the chargedrelationship that can come into being between text and reader."lt is also undisguisedly
a work of literary criticism, a book largely concerned with what kind of book
Moby-Dichitself might be and how it might be read.
AWhaler\ Dictionarythus positions itself in tl-retradition begun by Ronald
Mason'sThe SpiritAbovethe Dust and reinvigoratedby CharlesOlson'sCqll Me
Ishmael,critical books prompted by Melville's text and undertaken by writers
who would sooner addresstl-relay reader than the professionalcritic, writers
whose authorial drive has lessto do with scholarlycontribution than with sheer
love of the subject.Suchbooks tend to be detailed,enthusiastic,sympatheticand
pleasureof one writer'sbold confronilluminating. They offer readersthe la1'e1gd
tation with another,conveyedin a style that can be describedonly as an act of
at once to the inspiring author and to his critic.
exchange,of belongir-rg
At its best,AWhaler\ Dictionarydernonstrates
a tenaciousapplicationof
an imaginativeanclresourcefulintelligence to Melville'sextraordinary text. The
book is comprised of short, cross-referential,highly associativeprose entries
that concentrateon themes or issuesthat Beachy-QuickseesanimatingMobyDiclz.By bringing into proximity terms like "Adam," "Plato," "Babel" or "Vengeance,"Beachy-Quick literalizes his desire "to write so as to be within the
conversation of another book," as he reports in an interview for The Poetry
Foundation. He chronicles the experience of a writer reading-or, following
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Thoreau, turns "reading" into an encounter,a "form of experience"which
"in
occurs,as Beachy-Quicknotes in his 20I2 bookWondetful Investigatiorrs,
some twofold world happening simultaneously in the author's mind and the
reader'smind with only the thin printed pageas conduit between"(111).
But rvhat about Beachy-Quicksexpressedhope that his Dictionary makes
more possiblethe reading of the bool<that inspired it? For though inconsistency is a formal feature of A Whaler\ Dictionary, as readers are instructed
to crossreferenceentriestl-rat"builcl upon, expand, tangentiallylink, or contradict the entry just read" (xiii), Beachy-Quickshighest expecrationfor his
book is that it will "allow a reader to gain a greatersight of what this leviathan
Moby-Dich itself might be, and in so cloing encouragea closer reading" (xiii).
In short, and despitewarning his audiencethat his book "is not responsible,"
that "it is not thoroughlyresearched,"
or that it is not meant to be "an addition
to the field of scholarship"(xi), Beachy-Quickis centrallyconcerneclwith the
questionof how Moby-Dichshoulclbe read. He thus exhibits the intentions of
the literary critic and raises the expectation that his writing will attend to his
subjectas a whole: to what Moby-Dichis or might be.
A literary critic contrives a view of what we might call Melville's object
in Moby-Dick,what sets the work in nrotion, not to reduce Melville'suntidy
spontaneity and dazzling wit to some tedious line of reasoning but because
attending to the author'sobject or his text in its entirety is what allows the
critic to set aside her personal responses-her impulse to use fragments of the
text to generatelessonsfor her own particular uses-and to gain the height
from which she may better observe the work in front of her ancl through this
endeavor become a better observer of herself. others. and the worlcl. A critic
attendsto the detailsof a book in order to make senseof the totality in order to
knolv what to do with the details.This processjs no lesstrue for the critic who
is also a poet, since (as CharlesOlson was able to shorv) the feeling that the
critic is making a caseis what gives his work its radiance.Tl-repoeVcritic need
never give over the associativereading practicesor program o[ intertextuality
(the juggling of multiple narrative surfacesthat make a work collage-like) that
distinguishthe writer of poetic sensibilities.
In regard to what Beachy-Quickcalls his "highest hope" for his book,
tlren-the new vantageit offers readersof Melville's novel-A Whaler\ Dictioncry frustrates.This senseof dissatisfactionarisesnot solely from the author's
formal reliance on juxtaposition or his practice of letting oblique connection establish its own kind of sl-rimmeringlogic, but it does feel as though
Beachy-Quick'sconception of his book as "an almost erotic entanglement"
(xi) between his mind and Melville's often gets in the way of the far-reaching
insights this book might have provided. That is, the DicfioncrT'-s
series of
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interlaced meditations often lead readers away frotn, rather than nearer to,
Moby-Dich'srnotivating logic-what Beachy-Quick names "the white squall of
meaning that is Moby-Dich" (xiii). lndeed, to suggestthat "meaning" in Melville's novel is tumultuous, the result of furious agitation rather than careful
calculation, seemsproblematic if Beachy-Quick wishes his readersto "gain a
greater sight" of Moby-Dich. Calling the novel "a white squall of meaning"
implies an untraceablerelationship between the operativeconsciousnessoI the
author and the world of the novel. It suggeststhat the book has no motivating
logic and thus that there is no reason to occupy oneselflvith all of its cletails.
In those entries that attelnpt a philosophical investigation of the logic
of language(for example, "Accuracy," "Classification," "Definition," "Description," "Dictionary,"and "Plato"),Beachy-Quickseemsto readagainstthe grain
of the theorists with whom he avowedly identifies in the introductory note
titled "SorneGams (with Books, not Boats)" (xv). More precisely,Beachy-Quick
questior.rs
the practicality of ostensivedefinition throughout the Dictionary,bul
he leavesintact the supposition, all but destroyed by Plato, Emerson, Frege,
and Wittgenstein (who figure in the list of key thinkers who Beachy-Quick
notes influenced his meditatior-rs)that grammatology recapitulates ontology,
or that there is a logically primeval landscapethat later gets reported in language.Thus in "Accuracy,"he writes that "lshmael'sdeepesthurnanity lies in
his understanding that the whale can be describedonly in the encounter with
a living whale-not a place for languagebut prior to language,and an ellcounter that language,in its most humble effort toward accuracy,tries to recapture
after it has passed"(3). And in "Definition," he writes that "To classify things
of the world, one needs a language.Such a language orders, makes possible
classification,gives to the discerning mind the basic elementsof its judgments"
(56). Melville, in contrast, and in keeping r,vith the logic found in the writing
of the theorists named, ernbracesand radically contributes to the idea that we
cannot explain and justify the inner character of language by pointing to the
way the world is. InMoby-Dich, Melville banishesthe notion that the world is
semanticallystructured.
At mornents like these, A Whaler\ Dictionary feels caught between its
poetical and philosophical aspirations. lntellectually the book fails to satisfy
when it seemsto posit one idea and then, rvith deliberatedisobedience,another.
Yet there is no doubt that as an account of its author's lyrical sensibility,such
moments of slippage or contradiction give the text added richness. Much can
be gainedwhen the book feelscaught in its own echoesor when, by contradicting itself, sayssornethingits author woulcl not otherwise have been able to say.
ln that sense,what is most enticing about A Whaler\ Dictionary is the
invitation everywherein it to catch oneself on a line of thought, sornething it
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is possible to do even if many of the lines lail to reel one in. This ubiquitous
promise is part of Beachy-Quick'svision, l-risconlidence that the orphic deprh
o[ the text s'ill depend on whether the reacleris able to move laterally around
its strrface.Thus nly impatiencewith the Dictionaryrvascalmeclb1'a line from
"Thought": "Ahab may not carefor dlctionaries,anclthe rvordedrvorld dictionariesdefine,but he caresfor the pagesuch nonsenseis printed on" (278). And
the pleasingentry for "Tzimtzum" rewardsreaderswith the rerninder that "The
first question of tl-reworld is Form. The question does not begin with 'what'
but with 'how"' (292). Beachy-Quick'slertile entry "Wonder" offers perhaps
his truest contribution to Melville stuclies.After noting how Ishmael'sintroductory use of the phrase "wonder-worlcl" "echoesmysteriously through all of
the pagesto come," Beachy-Quicksuggeststhat "although it would be reductive to call ll{olry-Dicha novcl of wonder, Ishmael and all aboarrdthe Pequod
suffer wonderment, enchantment,and spell, trancelike reverie balancedby
horror's gravitational abyss" (307). This insight conjures Spcll, Beachy-Quick's
well-receivedsecond book of poetry, a fanciful composition that also engages
with Melville's text, registering the fascination of a reader at once cursed and
enchanteclby his sulrject. Indeed, it is in his fine sense of what it means to
"sufferwonderment" (as when Ishmael "feelssimultaneouslyattracredto and
repulsedby" [308] the other-worldlyobjectsin Queequeg's
room ar rhe Spouter-Inn)that Beachy-Quickrenclershis best serviceto Moby-Diclr'sreaders.In an
entry declicatedto "wonder'slr,ork," he writes, "Wonder cleaves.It produces
paradoxicaleffects:creating fear in rvhich one feelsno impulse to run. Far from
it, the greaterthe fear one feels,the more entrancedby it one becomes-unable
to speak,to move, or to act in any way that risks breaking the spell" (308).
I{ence what ultirnately leavesa stronger irnpression than Beacl"ry-Quicks
analogyo[ a countermandeddictionary is his deeply felt investigationof the
paradoxof wonder.Wonder leavesus caught at the mercy oI beu'ilderingcontradictions.Wonder n11gs1s-2n61
wonder cleaves.But this contradictionis one
it is possible,even advantageous,
to live with. Thus if "the opposingeffectof
wonder is to destroy oneself" (309), as Beachy-Quickwrires-ro obhrerare,as
it were, the vital experience of sense,to feel one3 ability to comprehenclthe
world extinguished, or to feel what Weber calls the disenchar.rtmentof the
world-then the accompanyingeffect of wonder must be a kind of reenchantment with the world, an awakening or transformation of the senses.Toward
that end, A Whaler\ Dictionaryhas the rvind at its back.
-K. L. Evans
wwwklevans.org
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